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COMMERCIAL. CREATIVE. DETERMINED

INTRODUCTION
Kyla applies her carefully honed skill set, wide-ranging
experience and business and commercial acumen for her
clients to enable them to thrive. Her keen eye for detail and lateral
thinking, applied with consideration of practical and commercial
aspects ensures that she is an asset in each and every transaction.
She acts for a variety of clients, from small family
businesses to ASX listed companies, with the same
determination to excel and obtain the best possible results.

QUALIFICATIONS
Practising Law Since 2012
Bachelor of Laws
Bachelor of Science (Psychology Major)

EXPERTISE
Mergers & acquisitions | Trade sales | Corporate advisory | Corporate
and business restructuring | Commercial law | Funds management |
Joint ventures & partnerships |Intellectual property law | Asset
protection | Leasing & property development | Commercial &
industrial sales|

EXPERIENCE
Kyla's experience spans a wide range of industries, recently including:
The corporate restructure of a large privately-owned business spanning Australia,
Europe, United Kingdom and the USA, covering asset protection, intellectual
property registration and protection and the detailed documentation of rights and
governance obligations between shareholders for companies both within Australia
and internationally;
Advising on and assisting in the completion of the acquisition of a high value
technology business in the United Kingdom by an Australian company;
Advising and acting in multiple high value commercial real estate acquisitions and
sales throughout Queensland;
Corporate structuring and ongoing legal assistance for the acquisition and
aggregation of businesses with a view to listing on the ASX, including the preparation
of detailed legal due diligence reports;
Complex retail leasing negotiations for hospitality groups;
Providing complex advice regarding restrictions and exemptions in the Competition
and Consumer Law Act 2010 (Cth); and
Advice and assistance in the establishment and operation of managed investment
schemes, including financial services licence requirements, fundraising obligations
and methods.

“We work with our clients to
achieve the best possible outcome
with commercial realities firmly at
the forefront of our mind.”

